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Definition
Holistic schema matching aims at identifying semantically corresponding elements in multiple
schemas, e.g., database schemas, web forms or ontologies. The corresponding elements from
N (>2) sources are typically grouped into clusters with up to N members. Holistic schema
matching is usually applied when multiple schemas need to be combined within an integrated
schema or ontology.

Overview
Holistic schema matching aims at identifying semantically corresponding elements in multiple
(>2) schemas, such as database schemas, web forms or ontologies. It is to be contrasted with
the traditional pairwise schema matching (Rahm and Bernstein 2001, Euzenat and Shvaiko
2013) between two input schemas only that determines a so‐called mapping consisting of a
set of correspondences, i.e., pairs of elements of the input schemas (table attributes, ontology
concepts) that match with each other. Holistic schema matching is applied to more than two
input schemas so that matching schema elements are clustered or grouped together.
This form of schema matching is needed to support data integration for more than two data
sources and is thus of increasing relevance for Big Data applications. There is a large spectrum
of possible use forms for holistic schema matching depending on the number and complexity
of schemas. Traditional approaches for schema and ontology integration (Batini et al 1986,
Raunich and Rahm 2014) are typically limited to few sources with a high degree of manual
interaction. The need for automatic approaches has increased by the availability of many web
data sources and ontologies. In domains such as the life sciences, there are numerous over‐
lapping ontologies so that there is an increasing need to semantically integrate these ontolo‐
gies into a combined ontology to consistently represent the knowledge of a domain. An ex‐
ample of such an integration eﬀort is the biomedical ontology UMLS Metathesaurus (Boden‐
reider 2004) which currently combines more than three million concepts and more than 12
million synonyms from more than 100 biomedical ontologies and vocabularies. The integra‐
tion process is highly complex, and still largely dependent on domain experts, in order to iden‐
tify the synonymous concepts across all source ontologies as well as to derive a consistent
ontology structure for these concepts and their relations. Related to the integration of multi‐
ple ontologies is the construction of so‐called knowledge graphs from different web sources
and ontologies (Dong et al 2014) that requires to holistically integrate both entities of one or
several domains (e.g., countries, cities, presidents, movies, etc.) and schema elements such as
attributes, relationships and concepts.
While the challenges for integrating very large sets of schemas are far from being solved there
are initial approaches for holistic schema matching that we will discuss in this entry, in partic‐
ular for the following use cases (Rahm 2016):
 Integration of several database schemas or ontologies.
 Matching and integrating multiple web forms, e.g., for a mediated web search over
several databases.



Matching several web tables of a certain domain e.g., for improved query processing.

Ideally, holistic schema matching is largely automatic with minimal user interaction and
achieves a high match quality, i.e., it correctly clusters matching schema elements. Further‐
more, holistic match approaches need to be efficient and scalable to many schemas/sources.
It should also be easily possible to add and utilize additional schemas and deal with changes
in the source schemas.
As we will see holistic schema matching still uses pairwise matching as a building block before
a clustering takes place. However, scalability to many sources is not feasible if a pairwise map‐
ping of all N input schemas is needed since this would result in a quadratic number of map‐
pings, e.g., almost 20,000 mappings for 200 sources (Rahm 2016).

Key Research Findings
In the following, we will discuss main approaches for the mentioned use cases.
Holistic matching for schema and ontology integration
To match and integrate multiple schemas or ontologies one can in principle apply a pairwise
matching and integration (or merging) multiple times in an incremental way. For instance,
one can use one of the schemas as the initial integrated schema and incrementally match and
merge the next source with the intermediate result until all source schemas are integrated.
This has the advantage that only N‐1 match and integration steps are needed for N schemas.
Such binary integration strategies have already been considered in early approaches to
schema integration (Batini et al. 1986). More recently it has been applied within the Porsche
approach (Saleem et al 2008) to automatically merge many tree‐structured XML schemas. The
approach holistically clusters all matching elements in the nodes of the integrated schema.
The placement of new source elements not found in the (intermediate) integrated schema is
based on a simplistic heuristic only. A general problem of incremental merge approaches is
that the final merge result typically depends on the order in which the input schemas are
matched and merged.
A full pairwise matching has been applied in (Hu et al 2011) to match the terms of more than
4000 web‐extracted ontologies. The match process using a state‐of‐ the‐art match tool took
about one year on six computers showing the insufficient scalability of unrestricted pairwise
matching.
A holistic matching of concepts in linked sources of the so‐called Data Web has been proposed
in (Gruetze et al 2012). The authors first cluster the concepts (based on keywords from their
labels and descriptions) within different topical groups and then apply pairwise matching of
concepts within groups to finally determine clusters of matching concepts. The approach is a
good first step to automatic holistic schema matching but suffered from coverage and scala‐
bility limitations. So topical grouping was possible for less than 17% of the considered one
million concepts and matching for the largest group of 5K concepts took more than 30 hours.
The matching between many schemas / ontologies can be facilitated by the re‐use of previ‐
ously determined mappings (links) between such sources, especially if such mappings are
available in the Data Web or in repositories such as Bio‐Portal and LinkLion (Nentwig et al
2014). Such a re‐use of mappings has already been proposed for pairwise schema and ontol‐
ogy matching based on a repository of schemas and mappings (Do and Rahm 2002, Madhavan
et al 2005, Rahm 2011) A simple and effective approach is based on the composition of exist‐
ing mappings to quickly derive new mappings. In particular, one can derive a new mapping
between schemas S1 and S2 by composing existing mappings, e.g., mappings between S1 and

Si and between Si and S2 for any intermediate schema Si. Such composition approaches have
been investigated in (Gross et al 2011) and were shown to be very fast and also effective. A
promising strategy is to utilize a hub schema (ontology) per domain, such as UMLS in the bio‐
medical domain, to which all other schemas are mapped. Then one can derive a mapping be‐
tween any two schemas by composing their mappings with the hub schema.
Holistic matching of web forms and web tables
The holistic integration of many schemas has mainly been studied for simple schemas such as
web forms and web tables typically consisting of only a few attributes. Previous work for web
forms concentrated on their integration within a mediated schema while for web tables, the
focus has been on the semantic annotation and matching of attributes.
The integration of web forms has been studied to support a meta‐search across deep web
sources, e.g., for comparing products from diﬀerent online shops. Schema integration mainly
entails grouping or clustering similar attributes from the web forms, which is simpler than
matching and merging complex schemas. As a result, scalability to dozens of sources is typi‐
cally feasible. Fig. 1 illustrates the main idea for three simple web forms to book flights. The
attributes in the forms are first clustered and then the mediated schema is determined from
the bigger clusters referring to attributes available in most sources. Queries on the mediated
schema can then be answered on most sources.

Fig. 1: Integration of web forms (query interfaces) into a mediated schema for flight bookings
Proposed approaches for the integration of web forms include Wise‐Integrator and
MetaQuerier (He et al 2004, He and Chang 2003). Matching and clustering of attributes is
mainly based on the linguistic similarity of the attribute names (labels). The approaches also
observe that similarly named attributes co‐occuring in the same schema (e.g., FirstName and
LastName) do not match and should not be clustered together. (Das Sarma et al 2008) pro‐
poses the automatic generation of a so‐called probabilistic mediated schema from N input
schemas, which is in effect a ranked list of several mediated schemas.
A much larger number (thousands and millions) of sources has to be dealt with in the case of
web‐extracted datasets like web tables made available within open data repositories such as
data.gov or datahub.io. The collected datasets are typically from diverse domains and initially
not integrated at all. To enable their usability, e.g., for query processing or web search, it is
useful to group the datasets into diﬀerent domains and to semantically annotate attributes.
Several approaches have been proposed for such a semantic annotation and enrichment of
attributes by linking them to concepts of knowledge graphs like Yago, DBpedia, or Probase
(Limaye et al 2010, Wang et al 2012). In (Balakrishnan et al 2015) attributes are mapped to
concepts of the Google Knowledge Graph (which is based on Freebase) by mapping the attrib‐
ute values of web tables to entities in the knowledge graph and thus to the concepts of these
entities.

The enriched attribute information as well as the attribute instances can be used to match
and cluster related web tables to facilitate the combined use of their information. This has
only been studied to a limited degree so far. In particular, the Infogather system (Yakout et al
2012) utilizes enriched attribute information to match web tables with each other. To limit
the scope they determine topic‐specific schema match graphs that only consider schemas
similar to a specific query table. The match graphs help to determine matching tables upfront
before query answering and to holistically utilize information from matching tables. (Eberius
et al 2013) uses instance‐based approaches to match the attributes of web tables considering
the degree of overlap in the attribute values, but they do utilize the similarity of attribute
names or their annotations.
The holistic integration of both web forms and web tables is generally only relevant for sche‐
mas of the same application domain. For a very large number of such schemas, it is thus im‐
portant to first categorize schemas by domain. Several approaches have been proposed for
the automatic domain categorization problem of web forms (Barbosa 2007, Mahmoud and
Aboulnaga 2010) typically based on a clustering of attribute names and the use of further
features such as explaining text in the web page where the form is placed. While some ap‐
proaches (Barbosa 2007) considered the domain categorization for only few predefined do‐
mains, (Mahmoud and Aboulnaga 2010) cluster schemas into a previously unknown number
of domain‐like groups that may overlap. This approach has also been used in (Eberius et al
2013) for a semantic grouping of related web tables. The categorization of web tables should
be based on semantically enriched attribute information, the attribute instances and possibly
information from the table context in the web pages (Balakrishnan et al 2015). The latter study
observed that a large portion of web tables includes a so‐called “subject” attribute (often the
first attribute) indicating the kinds of entities represented in a table (companies, cities etc.)
which allows already a rough categorization of the tables.

Directions for Future Research
Compared to the huge amount of previous work on pairwise schema matching, research on
holistic schema matching is still at an early stage. As a result, more research is needed in im‐
proving the current approaches for a largely automatic, effective and efficient integration of
many schemas and ontologies. In addition to approaches for determining an initial integrated
schema/ontology, there is a need for incremental schema integration approaches that can
add new schemas without having to completely re‐integrate all source schemas. The use of
very large sets of web‐extracted datasets such as web tables also needs more research to
categorize and semantically integrate these datasets.
To deal with a very large number of input schemas it is important to avoid the quadratic com‐
plexity of a pairwise mapping between all input schemas. One approach, which is especially
suitable for integrating complex schemas and ontologies, is to incrementally match and inte‐
grate the input schemas, More research is here needed to evaluate how known approaches
for pairwise matching and integration could be used or extended for such a setting.
For simpler schemas, or if only a clustering of concepts/attributes is aimed at, grouping of the
input schemas by domain or mutual similarity is able to reduce the overall complexity since
matching can then be restricted to the schemas of the same group. To limit the effort for
matching schema elements within such groups performance techniques from entity resolu‐
tion such as blocking (Koepcke and Rahm 2010) can further be utilized. More research is thus
needed to investigate these ideas for a very large number of schemas / datasets.
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